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Abstract. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is one of the dominant ap-
proaches to address the annotation bottleneck of supervised learning.
Recent SSL methods can effectively leverage a large repository of un-
labeled data to improve performance while relying on a small set of
labeled data. One common assumption in most SSL methods is that
the labeled and unlabeled data are from the same data distribution.
However, this is hardly the case in many real-world scenarios, which
limits their applicability. In this work, instead, we attempt to solve the
challenging open-world SSL problem that does not make such an as-
sumption. In the open-world SSL problem, the objective is to recognize
samples of known classes, and simultaneously detect and cluster sam-
ples belonging to novel classes present in unlabeled data. This work in-
troduces OpenLDN that utilizes a pairwise similarity loss to discover
novel classes. Using a bi-level optimization rule this pairwise similarity
loss exploits the information available in the labeled set to implicitly
cluster novel class samples, while simultaneously recognizing samples
from known classes. After discovering novel classes, OpenLDN trans-
forms the open-world SSL problem into a standard SSL problem to
achieve additional performance gains using existing SSL methods. Our
extensive experiments demonstrate that OpenLDN outperforms the cur-
rent state-of-the-art methods on multiple popular classification bench-
marks while providing a better accuracy/training time trade-off. Code:
https://github.com/nayeemrizve/OpenLDN
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1 Introduction

Deep learning methods have made significant progress on challenging supervised
learning tasks [28,61,27,10,13]. However, the supervised learning paradigm as-
sumes access to large amounts of manually labeled data which is time-consuming
and expensive to acquire. Several approaches have been proposed to address this
problem, including semi-supervised learning [62,46,6], active learning [36,21,55],
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self-supervised learning [18,14,26], transfer learning [56,73,37], and few-shot learn-
ing [20,66,58,53]. Among them, semi-supervised learning (SSL) is one of the
dominant approaches which reduces the amount of annotation required by tak-
ing advantage of a large collection of unlabeled data.

Even though recent SSL methods [6,5,59,69] have achieved promising results,
one of their primary assumptions is that both labeled and unlabeled data come
from the same distribution. However, this assumption is difficult to satisfy in
many real-world scenarios (open-world problems e.g. [4,33]). For instance, unla-
beled data is commonly mined from the web sources which can include examples
from unknown classes. It has been established that training with such examples
generally deteriorates the performance of the standard SSL methods [47,16] . To
mitigate the negative impact of unlabeled samples from unknown (novel) classes,
different solutions have been proposed [23,16,75]. However, their main motiva-
tion is to merely ignore novel class samples to prevent performance degradation
on known classes. In contrast, recently ORCA [7] generalizes the SSL problem
with novel classes, where the objective is not only to retain the performance on
known classes but also to recognize samples of novel classes. This realistic SSL
setup is called open-world SSL problem and is the focus of this work.

This work proposes OpenLDN which employs a pairwise similarity loss to
discover novel classes. This loss solves a pairwise similarity prediction task that
determines whether an image pair belongs to the same class or not. Essentially,
this task is akin to unsupervised clustering problem [11,67], thereby promoting
novel class discovery by identifying coherent clusters. The fundamental chal-
lenge for solving pairwise similarity is to determine similarity relationship be-
tween a pair of images without accessing their class labels. One common way
to overcome this challenge is to estimate the pairwise similarity relationship
based on pretrained unsupervised/self-supervised features [24,7]. However, this
process is computationally expensive. To avoid dependency on unsupervised/self-
supervised pretraining, instead, we exploit the information available in the la-
beled examples from known classes for solving the pairwise similarity prediction
task, and introduce a pairwise similarity prediction network to generate the simi-
larity scores between a pair of images. To update the parameters of this network,
we resort to a bi-level optimization rule [3,23], which transfers the information
available in the labeled examples of known classes to utilize them in learning
unknown classes. In particular, we implicitly optimize the parameters of the
similarity prediction network based on the cross-entropy loss on labeled exam-
ples. This way, we solve the pairwise similarity prediction task without relying
on unsupervised/self-supervised pretraining, which makes the overall training
more efficient while providing substantial performance gains.

Learning pairwise similarity relationship based on output probabilities leads
to implicitly discovering clusters according to the most probable class, hence,
the discovery of novel classes. Once we learn to recognize novel classes, we can
generate pseudo-labels for novel class samples. This subsequently allows us to
transform the open-world SSL problem into a closed-world SSL problem by uti-
lizing the generated pseudo-labels of unlabeled samples to incorporate novel
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class samples into the labeled set. This unique perspective of transforming the
open-world problem into a closed-world one is particularly powerful since it al-
lows us to leverage any off-the-shelf closed-world SSL method to achieve further
improvements. However, one shortcoming of this strategy is that the generated
pseudo-labels for novel classes tend to be noisy, which can in turn impede the
subsequent training. To address this issue, we introduce iterative pseudo-labeling,
a simple and efficient way to handle the noisy estimation of pseudo-labels.

In summary, our key contributions are: (1) we propose a novel algorithm,
OpenLDN, to solve open-world SSL. OpenLDN applies a bi-level optimization
rule to determine pairwise similarity relationship without relying on pretrained
features, (2) we propose to transform the open-world SSL into a closed-world SSL
problem by discovering novel classes; this allows us to leverage any off-the-shelf
closed-world SSL method to further improve performance, and (3) we introduce
iterative pseudo-labeling, a simple and efficient method to handle noisy pseudo-
labels of novel classes, (4) our experiments show that OpenLDN outperforms
the existing state-of-the-art methods by a significant margin.

2 Related Works

Semi-Supervised Learning: SSL is a popular approach to handle label an-
notation bottleneck in supervised learning [22,32,44,35,50,15,9]. Generally, these
methods are developed for a closed-world setup, where unlabeled set only con-
tains samples from the known classes. The two most dominant approaches for
closed-world SSL are consistency regularization [54,41,45,63] and pseudo-labeling
[43,57,2,51]. The consistency regularization based methods minimize a consis-
tency loss between differently augmented versions of an image to extract salient
features from the unlabeled samples. Pseudo-labeling based methods generate
pseudo-labels for the unlabeled samples by a network trained on labeled data,
and subsequently training on them in a supervised manner. Finally, the hybrid
approaches [6,5,59] combine both consistency regularization and pseudo-labeling.

Recent works [47,16] demonstrate that the presence of novel class samples in
the unlabeled set negatively impacts the performance on known classes. Different
solutions have been proposed to address this issue [23,16,75]. A weight function
is trained in [23] to down-weight the novel class samples. Novel class samples are
filtered out in [16] based on confidence scores. Weighted batch normalization is
introduced in [75] to achieve robustness against novel class samples. However,
none of these methods attempt to solve the challenging open-world SSL problem,
where the objective is to detect samples of novel classes and classify them. To
the best of our knowledge, ORCA [7] is the only method that addresses this issue
by introducing an uncertainty-aware adaptive margin based cross-entropy loss to
mitigate excessive influence of known classes at early stages of training. However,
to discover novel classes, ORCA relies on self-supervised pretraining, which is
computationally costly. To overcome the reliance on self-supervised pretraining,
the pairwise similarity loss in OpenLDN exploits the information available in
labeled examples from known classes using a bi-level optimization rule.
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Novel Class Discovery: Novel class discovery problem
[25,24,30,29,19,77,74,76,31] is closely related to unsupervised clustering
[71,70,68,64]. The key difference between the novel class discovery and unsu-
pervised clustering is that the former relies on an extra labeled set to learn the
novel classes. To discover novel classes, [24] performs self-supervised pretraining
followed by solving a pairwise similarity prediction task based on the rank
statistics of the self-supervised features. [25] extends the deep clustering frame-
work to discover novel classes. Pairwise similarity prediction task is also applied
in [30,29] to categorize novel classes by transferring knowledge from the known
classes. While novel class discovery methods generally use multiple objective
functions, [19] simplifies this using multi-view pseudo-labeling and training with
cross-entropy loss. The key difference between open-world SSL and novel class
discovery is that the former does not assume that unlabeled data only contains
novel class samples. Hence, novel class discovery methods are not readily
applicable to open-world SSL problem. Additionally, our experimentation shows
that OpenLDN outperforms the appropriately modified novel class discovery
methods for open-world SSL by a considerable margin.

3 Method

To identify unlabeled samples from both known and novel classes, we introduce
a pairwise similarity loss to implicitly cluster the unlabeled data into known and
novel classes. This implicit clustering induces discovery of novel classes which
is complemented by a cross-entropy loss and an entropy regularization term.
Next, we generate pseudo-labels for novel class samples to transform the original
open-world SSL problem into a closed-world SSL problem. This transformation
allows us to take benefit of existing off-the-shelf closed-world SSL methods to
learn on both known and novel classes, delivering further gains. An overview
of our approach is provided in Fig. 1. In the following, we present the problem
formulation and provide the details of our approach.

3.1 Problem Formulation

We denote scalars as a, vectors as a, matrices as A, and sets as A. In a matrix,
the first index always represents rows and the second index represents columns.
Further, Ai,: and A:,k refer to the ith row and kth column in A, respectively.

In open-world SSL problem we assume that there is a labeled set, SL, and
an unlabeled set, SU . Let, SL = {xl

i,y
l
i}

nl
i=1 represent the labeled dataset with

nl samples, where xl
i is a labeled sample and yl

i is its corresponding label, which
belongs to one of the cl known classes. Similarly, SU = {xu

i }
nu
i=1, consists of nu

unlabeled samples, where xu
i belongs to one of the cu classes, where cu is the

total number of classes in SU . In conventional closed-world SSL setting, it is
assumed that the class categories for both labeled and unlabeled data are the
same. However, in open-world SSL framework, SU contains some samples that
do not belong to any of the known classes. The samples belonging to unknown
classes are called novel class samples where each sample belongs to one of the
cn novel classes, i.e., in open-world setting cu = cl + cn.
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Fig. 1: OpenLDN Overview - Learning to Discover Novel classes: A set of labeled and
unlabeled images are provided to the feature extractor, fΘ, to obtain feature embed-
dings. The embeddings are passed to the classifier, fΦ, to obtain output probabilities.
We compute pairwise cosine similarity scores from the output probabilities for every
possible pair in a batch. In parallel, the pairwise similarity prediction network, fΩ ,
also outputs similarity scores based on pairs of feature embeddings. Afterwards, we
calculate pairwise similarity loss (Eq. 2) to promote the discovery of novel classes. We
also compute cross-entropy (CE) loss (Eq. 6) and entropy regularization loss (Eq. 7) to
complement the pairwise similarity loss by learning from labeled and pseudo-labeled
samples and avoiding trivial solutions, respectively. Next, we update the parameters
of fΘ and fΦ to minimize the overall loss. Then we compute CE loss using only the
labeled samples with updated fΘ and fΦ. Finally, we utilize a bi-level optimization
rule to update fΩ based on this CE loss (Eq. 4). The bi-level optimization rule helps
to optimize fΩ by transferring feature similarities from known to unknown classes.

3.2 Learning to Discover Novel Classes

To discover novel classes OpenLDN leverages a neural network, fΘ, parame-
terized with Θ, as feature extractor. The feature extractor generates a feature
embedding by projecting an input image x into the embedding space, z ∈ Rd,
i.e., fΘ : X 7→ Z. Here, X, and Z are sets of input images and feature embed-
dings, respectively. Next, to recognise samples from novel classes, as well as to
classify the samples from known classes, we apply a classifier, fΦ, parameterized
with Φ. This classifier projects the embedding vector z into an output classifica-
tion space, fΦ : Z 7→ Rcl+cn . In this output space, the first cl logits correspond
to the known classes, and the remaining cn logits belong to novel classes. The
softmax probability scores, ŷ ∈ Rcl+cn , are obtained from these output scores
using softmax activation function, i.e., ŷ = Softmax(fΦ ◦ fΘ(x)).

Our overall objective to discover novel classes while recognizing known classes
consists of three losses: a) a pairwise similarity loss Lpair, b) a cross-entropy (CE)
loss Lce, and c) an entropy regularization term Lreg. The pairwise similarity loss
helps the network to discover novel classes, whereas the CE loss helps classify
known classes and novel classes by utilizing the groundtruth labels and generated
pseudo-labels, while the entropy regularization helps in avoiding tirvial solutions.
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The overall objective function to discover novel classes is as follows:
Lnov = Lpair + Lce + Lreg. (1)

After training with Lnov, samples that are assigned to any of the last cn
logits are considered novel class samples.

Pairwise Similarity Loss: Discovering novel classes is a core component of
our proposed method, which is an unsupervised clustering problem, that can
be expressed as a pairwise similarity prediction task [11,67]. In particular, there
can only be two possible relationships between a pair of images with respect
to clusters, either they belong to the same cluster or not. However, to solve a
pairwise similarity prediction task supervision is needed. Previous methods [7,24]
try to overcome this problem by generating pairwise pseudo-labels for all pairs of
images by finding the nearest neighbors (labeled as members of the same cluster)
based on pretrained features. However, such an approach is computationally
expensive and suffers from noisy estimation of nearest neighbors.

In sharp contrast to this approach, instead of relying on unsupervised/self-
supervised pretraining to obtain labels for the pairwise similarity prediction
task, we learn to estimate the pairwise similarity scores based on the available
groundtruth annotations which are more reliable. To this end, we introduce a
pairwise similarity prediction network, fΩ , parameterized by Ω. Given a pair of
embedding vectors, fΩ outputs a pairwise similarity score, i.e., fΩ : Z × Z 7→
[0, 1]. The pairwise similarity score from fΩ can be used as the supervisory signal
for minimizing the pairwise similarity loss. To this end, given a batch of images,
we compute the cosine similarity of output probabilities between all pairs of
images. After that, for our pairwise similarity loss, we minimize l2 loss between
the computed cosine similarity scores of output probabilities and the estimated
pairwise similarity scores from fΩ . Note that minimizing pairwise similarity loss
for cosine similarities of output probabilities is crucial since this will implicitly
lead to formation of clusters based on maximum probability scores, consequently,
the recognition of novel classes. The pairwise similarity loss is as follows:

Lpair =
∑
i ̸=j

(
Sim(Ŷi,:, Ŷj,:)− fΩ(Zi,:,Zj,:)

)2
, (2)

where, Ŷ is the output probability matrix, Z is the matrix of feature embeddings,
Sim(., .) denotes the cosine similarity function.

To optimize the parameters of fΩ , we devise a bi-level optimization proce-
dure [3]. Since we do not have access to the labels of any unlabeled sample,
especially the samples from the novel classes, we utilize the groundtruth labels
of the labeled examples belonging to known classes. The main motivation behind
this bi-level optimization is to acquire a set of parameters Ω that do not dete-
riorate the performance of fΦ ◦ fΘ on known classes. Thereby, we optimize fΩ
based on the cross-entropy loss computed on labeled examples. The optimization
procedure is as follows:

First, we update the parameters of feature extractor and classifier with the
combined loss introduced in Eq. 1 to discover novel classes.

(Θ∗, Φ∗) = (Θ,Φ)− α(Θ,Φ)∇(Θ,Φ)Lnov(Θ,Φ,Ω). (3)
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where, α(Θ,Φ) refers to the learning rate for optimizing the parameters Θ and Φ.

Next, we use the supervised cross-entropy loss, Ll
ce = −

∑
i

∑
k Yi,k log Ŷi,k,

computed over the labeled examples to update the parameters of fΩ . Here, Y
is the matrix of groundtruth labels. The update rule is according to,

Ω∗ = Ω − αΩ∇ΩLl
ce(Θ

∗, Φ∗), (4)

where, αΩ is the learning rate for optimizing the parameters Ω. Since Ω is not
explicit in the objective Ll

ce(Θ
∗, Φ∗) in Eq. 4, we perform a bi-level optimiza-

tion to calculate ∇ΩLl
ce(Θ

∗, Φ∗). This nested optimization is available in most
modern deep learning packages that support automatic differentiation [49,1].

This bi-level optimization procedure ensures that the parameters of fΩ are
updated in such a way that the classification performance on known classes does
not deteriorate since this is one of the primary objectives in open-world SSL.

Learning with Labeled and Pseudo-Labeled Data: In the above, we intro-
duced the pairwise similarity loss to recognise novel classes by solving a pairwise
similarity prediction task. Recall that our aim is to recognise novel classes in the
unlabeled set and to classify the known classes, at the same time. This problem
only allows access to a limited amount of annotations for known classes. The
straightforward way to utilize these available annotations would be to minimize
a cross-entropy loss on the labeled samples. However, this approach can create
a strong bias towards known classes because of their strong training signal [7].
To mitigate this bias and to utilize the unlabeled samples more efficiently, we
generate pseudo-labels for all the unlabeled data. The generated pseudo-labels
can be used with groundtruth labels for minimizing cross-entropy loss.

Following the common practice [43,2,51], we generate pseudo-labels based on
the network output probabilities. To reduce the possibility of erroneous train-
ing with unreliable pseudo-labels, we generate pseudo-labels only for sufficiently
confident predictions. In addition, our pseudo-label based cross-entropy learning
satisfies another commonly used objective in SSL works i.e., consistency regular-
ization. This objective encourages perturbation invariant output distribution so
that the decision boundaries lie in low density regions [12,65]. One way to satisfy
this objective is to minimize the divergence between output probabilities of two
randomly transformed versions of an image. However, it adds another term to
the loss, and consequently a new hyperparameter. A more elegant way is to use
the generated pseudo-label from one transformed version of an image as the tar-
get for the other version. We utilize the pseudo-labels generated from a weakly
transformed version of an image xw as the target for its strongly augmented
version, xs. We state our pseudo-label generation process below:

SPL = {(xs
i ,1max(Ŷw

i,:)
(Ŷw

i,:)|max(Ŷw
i,:) > τ}, (5)

where, τ = 0.5 (midpoint in binary classification) to avoid per-dataset finetuning.

Once the pseudo-labels are generated we combine them with the groundtruth
labels, S = SPL∪SL, and train the model using cross-entropy loss. In practice, we
combine these two sets within a batch. Let SB denote a batch, the cross-entropy
loss on this set is defined as:
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Lce = −
∑
i∈SB

cu∑
k=1

Ỹi,k log Ŷi,k, (6)

where, Ỹ is the matrix of one-hot encoded ground-truth labels and the generated
pseudo-labels.
Entropy Regularization: One of the well-known drawbacks of assigning unla-
beled data to distinct categories based on a discriminative (such as cross-entropy)
loss is that it can lead to a trivial solution where all the unlabeled samples are
assigned to the same class [72,8,7,19]. Our pairwise similarity loss suffers from
the same problem since such a solution will also minimize our pairwise similar-
ity loss in Eq. 2. To address this, we incorporate an entropy regularization term
in our training objective. One way to achieve this would be to apply entropy
regularization to the output of each sample independently. However, this way
of entropy minimization leads to substantial changes in the individual output
probabilities which results in arbitrary class assignments for novel class sam-
ples. To avoid this problem, we apply entropy regularization over an aggregated
statistic, in our case, the mean of the sample probabilities of an entire batch.
This entropy regularization term prevents a single class from dominating the
entire batch, where most of unlabeled samples are only assigned to one class.
This term does not interfere with the balanced class assignments. The entropy
regularization is defined as,

Lreg =

cu∑
k=1

ȳk log ȳk, (7)

where, ȳ = 1
b

∑b
i=1 Ŷi,: is the average probability of the batch, and b denotes

the number of examples in a batch.

3.3 Closed-World Training with Iterative Pseudo-Labeling
Once we discover novel classes in the unlabeled data we can reformulate the
open-world SSL problem as a closed-world one to improve performance. To this
end, we generate the pseudo-labels for all novel class samples using Eq. 8:

Y̌ = 1max(Ŷi,:)
(Ŷi,:). (8)

Next, using generated pseudo-labels, we add novel class samples to the la-
beled set. At this point, we are able to apply any standard closed-world SSL
method [6,69,59,63]. Unfortunately, pseudo-labels tend to contain noise that can
hamper the performance. To mitigate the negative impact of noise, we propose
to perform pseudo-labeling during the closed-world SSL training in an iterative
manner. This new iterative pseudo-labeling approach can be related to EM algo-
rithm. From this perspective, we iteratively attempt to update the pseudo-labels
(expectation step), and train the network by minimizing the loss on those up-
dated pseudo-labels (maximization step). It is important to note that OpenLDN,
including the final closed-world SSL retraining, is computationally lighter or
comparable to the unsupervised/self-supervised pretraining based approaches
(Sec. 4.2). Besides, the transformation from the open-world SSL problem to a
closed-world problem is a general solution which can be applied to other methods
as well. We provide our overall training algorithm in supplementary materials.
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4 Experimental Evaluation

Datasets: To demonstrate the effectiveness of OpenLDN, we conduct exper-
iments on five common benchmark datasets: CIFAR-10 [38], CIFAR-100 [39],
ImageNet-100[17], Tiny ImageNet [42], and Oxford-IIIT Pet dataset [48]. Both
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets contain 60K images (split into 50K/10k
train/test set), and they have 10 and 100 categories, respectively. ImagNet1-100
dataset contains 100 image categories from ImageNet. Tiny ImageNet contains
100K/10K training/validation images from 200 classes. Finally, Oxford-IIIT Pet
contains images from 37 categories split into 3680/3669 train/test set. In our
experiments, we divide each of these datasets based on the percentage of known
and novel classes. We consider the first cl classes as known and the rest as novel.
For known classes, we randomly select a portion of data to construct the labeled
set and add the rest to the unlabeled set along with all novel class samples.

Implementation Details: We use ResNet-18 [28] as the feature extractor in
all of our experiments except the experiments on ImageNet-100 dataset where
we use ResNet-50. We instantiate our pairwise similarity prediction network,
fΩ , with an MLP consisting of a single hidden layer of dimension 100. The
classifier, fΦ, is a single linear layer. To discover novel classes, we train for 50
epochs with a batch size of 200 (480 for ImageNet-100) in all the experiments.
We always use Adam optimizer [34]. For training the feature extractor and the
classifier, we set the learning rate to 5e−4 (1e−2 for ImageNet-100). For the
pairwise similarity prediction network, we use a learning rate of 1e−4. We use
two popular closed-world SSL methods, Mixmatch[6] and UDA[69], for second
stage closed-world SSL training. For this closed-world training, to preserve data
balance, we select an equal number of pseudo-labels for each novel class. For
iterative pseudo-labeling, we generate pseudo-labels every 10 epochs. Additional
implementation details are available in the supplementary materials.

Evaluation Metrics: We report standard accuracy for known classes. In ad-
dition, following [25,24,7,19], we report clustering accuracy on novel classes. We
leverage the Hungarian algorithm [40] to align the predictions and groundtruth
labels before measuring the classification accuracy. Finally, we also report the
joint accuracy on the novel and known classes by using the Hungarian algorithm.

4.1 Results

CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet-100 Experiments: We present
our experimental results on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet-100 datasets
in Tab. 1. We conduct experiments with 50% novel classes on all three datasets,
where we include 50% labeled data from known classes. We report additional
results with less labeled data in supplementary material. For comparison, we
primarily use the scores reported in [7]. Furthermore, as another competitive
baseline, we modify a recent novel class discovery method, UNO [19], and
include its performance for comparison. Tab. 1 shows that both OpenLDN-
MixMatch and OpenLDN-UDA significantly outperform novel class discovery
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Method
CIFAR10 CIFAR100 ImageNet100

Known Novel All Known Novel All Known Novel All

FixMatch[59] 71.5 50.4 49.5 39.6 23.5 20.3 65.8 36.7 34.9
DS3L[23] 77.6 45.3 40.2 55.1 23.7 24.0 71.2 32.5 30.8
CGDL[60] 72.3 44.6 39.7 49.3 22.5 23.5 67.3 33.8 31.9
DTC [25] 53.9 39.5 38.3 31.3 22.9 18.3 25.6 20.8 21.3
RankStats[24] 86.6 81.0 82.9 36.4 28.4 23.1 47.3 28.7 40.3
UNO[19] 91.6 69.3 80.5 68.3 36.5 51.5 − − −
ORCA[7] 88.2 90.4 89.7 66.9 43.0 48.1 89.1 72.1 77.8
OpenLDN-MixMatch 95.2 92.7 94.0 73.5 46.8↑3.8 60.1↑8.6 − − −
OpenLDN-UDA 95.7↑4.1 95.1↑4.7 95.4↑5.7 74.1↑5.8 44.5 59.3 89.6↑0.5 68.6↓3.5 79.1↑1.3

Table 1: Accuracy on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet-100 datasets with
50% classes as known and 50% classes as novel.

Method
Tiny ImageNet Oxford-IIIT Pet

Known Novel All Known Novel All

DTC [25] 28.8 16.3 19.9 20.7 16.0 13.5
RankStats [24] 5.7 5.4 3.4 12.6 11.9 11.1
UNO [19] 46.5 15.7 30.3 49.8 22.7 34.9
OpenLDN-MixMatch 52.3 19.5 36.0 67.1↑17.3 27.3 47.7
OpenLDN-UDA 58.3↑11.8 25.5↑9.8 41.9↑11.6 66.8 33.1↑10.4 50.4↑15.5

Table 2: Accuracy on Tiny ImageNet and Oxford-IIIT Pet datasets with 50%
classes as known and 50% classes as novel.

methods (DTC [25], RankStats [24], and UNO [19]) that have been modified
for open-world SSL task. OpenLDN also outperforms other baseline methods:
FixMatch [59], DS3L [23], and CGDL [60]. These results showcase the efficacy of
OpenLDN, where it outperforms previous state-of-the-art (ORCA [7]) by about
4.7-7.5% absolute improvement on different evaluation metrics on CIFAR-10
dataset. We observe a similar pattern on CIFAR-100 dataset, where OpenLDN
outperforms ORCA and UNO by 12% and 8.6% respectively on the joint task of
classifying known and novel classes. We also notice a similar trend on ImageNet-
100 dataset. In parallel to outperforming all the baselines methods, OpenLDN
achieves a modest 1.3% improvement over ORCA. These results validate the
effectiveness of OpenLDN in solving open-world SSL problem.

Tiny ImageNet and Oxford-IIIT Pet Experiments: We also conduct ad-
ditional experiments on the challenging Tiny ImageNet dataset, where the to-
tal number of classes is significantly larger than CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and
ImageNet-100 datasets. Moreover, to further demonstrate the effectiveness of
OpenLDN, we also conduct experiments on a fine-grained dataset, i.e., Oxford-
IIIT Pet. The results of these experiments are presented in Tab. 2. On Tiny
ImageNet dataset we observe that OpenLDN significantly outperforms DTC
and RankStat. Furthermore, OpenLDN-UDA achieves ∼60% relative improve-
ment on novel classes over UNO. OpenLDN-MixMatch also achieves a signif-
icant improvement over UNO on novel and all classes. Furthermore, on fine-
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EntReg SimLoss CWT ItrPL Known Novel All

✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ 66.7 − 33.4
✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 66.2 26.6 46.2
✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 66.2 40.3 53.3
✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 73.9 44.9 59.1
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 73.5 46.8 60.1

Table 3: Ablation study on CIFAR-100 with 50% classes as known and 50% classes
as novel. Here, EntReg refers to entropy regularization, SimLoss means pairwise
similarity loss, CWT refers to closed-world SSL training, and ItrPL denotes iterative
pseudo-labeling. Each component of OpenLDN contributes towards final performance.

grained Oxford-IIIT Pet dataset, we make a similar comparison and observe
that OpenLDN significantly outperforms all three novel class discovery meth-
ods by a large margin. To be precise, OpenLDN-Mixmatch achieves 12.8% ab-
solute improvement over UNO on the joint classification task and similarly,
OpenLDN-UDA achieves 15.5% absolute improvement. Experiments on both
of these datasets demonstrate that OpenLDN can scale up to a large number of
classes and is also effective for challenging fine-grained classification task.

4.2 Ablation and Analysis

We conduct extensive ablation studies on the CIFAR-100 dataset, with 50% la-
bels, to study the contribution of different components of OpenLDN. The results
are presented in Tab. 3. In this table, the first row demonstrates that without
entropy regularization OpenLDN is unable to detect novel classes. We contribute
this to overpowering of a single class (sec. 3.2). Next, we evaluate the impact
of our pairwise similarity loss with bi-level optimization rule. We observe that
without pairwise similarity loss the performance of OpenLDN degrades by 13.7%
on novel classes which makes it the most critical component of our proposed so-
lution. We also observe that our pairwise similarity loss does not sacrifice known
class performance to improve the performance on novel classes. This outcome is
expected since one of the objectives of our bi-level optimization rule is to retain
performance on known classes (sec. 3.2). The fourth row demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of transforming the open-world SSL problem into a closed-world one.
Here, we observe that with this component we obtain a significant improvement
in known class performance. In addition, we also notice a significant improve-
ment in novel class performance. Interestingly, on this dataset, OpenLDN out-
performs ORCA [7] (on joint classification task) even without the subsequent
closed-world SSL training. Finally, Tab. 3 shows that including iterative pseudo-
labeling proves to be effective, where we observe ∼2% performance boost on
novel classes. In conclusion, this extensive ablation study empirically validates
the effectiveness of different components of our solution.

Impact of Closed-World Training: In an attempt to further investigate the
impact of closed-world SSL training, we perform a t-SNE visualization of proba-
bility outputs of the novel class samples on CIFAR-10 dataset in Fig. 2. Following
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Fig. 2: Impact of closed-world training. t-SNE visualization of novel class probabilities
on CIFAR-10: (left to right) before and after closed-world training.

our general setup, in this experiment, we consider 50% classes as novel. The re-
sults in Fig. 2 show that after novel class discovery training the novel classes form
very distinct clusters. However, since novel classes are learned through auxiliary
losses, without any direct supervision, there is some overlap between different
classes. After training with a closed-world SSL method (MixMatch) we observe
that these overlaps fade away and novel classes become well-separated and form
compact clusters. This analysis further validates the complimentary effect of
incorporating a closed-world SSL method after discovering novel classes.

Pairwise Sim. Est. Known Novel All

No similarity 66.2 26.6 46.2
Soft Cosine 64.5 10.3 37.4
Hard Cosine (0.50) 53.7 2.1 27.9
Hard Cosine (0.95) 54.2 17.3 35.8
Nearest Neighbor 66.4 31.7 49.1
OpenLDN 66.2 40.3 53.3

Table 4: Results with alternate pairwise
similarity estimation methods on CIFAR-
100 dataset with 50% classes as known and
50% classes as novel.

Effect of Changing Pairwise
Similarity Estimation: In another
set of experiments, to analyze the ef-
fectiveness of our pairwise similarity
estimation with bi-level optimization
rule we conduct experiments with al-
ternate pairwise similarity estimation
methods on CIFAR-100 dataset. The
results are reported in Tab. 4. In this
table, to provide a baseline to com-
pare other pairwise similarity estima-
tion techniques, we include the perfor-
mance of OpenLDN without any pair-
wise similarity loss in the first row. The next row in the table demonstrates the
performance of OpenLDN when the pairwise similarity is directly estimated from
the cosine similarity of features. Surprisingly this method of estimating pairwise
similarity performs worse than our baseline without any pairwise similarity loss
(first row). We hypothesize this phenomenon to instability of cosine similarity of
features without any feature pretraining. In the next set of experiments (third
and fourth rows), we utilize a hard version of this pairwise similarity estimation
method, where we threshold the pairwise feature similarities using two differ-
ent thresholds (0.50 and 0.95). After that, we minimize a binary cross-entropy
loss as the pairwise similarity loss. The results of these two experiments are
reported in third and fourth row, where a further drop in performance is ob-
served. One possible explanation is that without any feature pretraining this
kind of pairwise similarity estimation leads to a lot of false positives (from novel
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classes) which in turn reduces the score of known classes. Finally, in the next
row of the table, we use a nearest neighbor based pairwise similarity estimation
technique similar to ORCA [7]. As indicated in the table, this nearest neigh-
bor based similarity estimation improves over the baseline without any pairwise
similarity loss. However, our pairwise similarity estimation based on the bi-level
optimization rule outperforms this nearest neighbor based estimation technique
by a significant margin; we obtain ∼9% absolute improvement on novel classes.
These set of experiments further validate our claim that common pairwise simi-
larity estimation techniques are not potent without feature pretraining, whereas,
the proposed pairwise similarity estimation in OpenLDN is able to learn these
pairwise similarities effectively.
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OpenLDN-MixMatch

Fig. 3: Accuracy with respect to wall-clock
time on CIFAR-100 dataset. OpenLDN
outperforms ORCA in less than 3 hours.

Computational Cost Analysis:
One of the primary advantages of
OpenLDN is that unlike ORCA it
does not require any feature ini-
tialization technique. This enables
OpenLDN to be computationally ef-
ficient in comparison to ORCA.
To demonstrate the efficiency of
OpenLDN we report the performance
on CIFAR-100 dataset across differ-
ent training budgets in Fig. 3. We no-
tice that, ORCA with SimCLR pre-
training takes ∼ 28 hours with our computing resources. We also observe that
OpenLDN outperforms ORCA under 3 hours on this dataset even without the
closed-world SSL training. On the other hand, the closed-world SSL training
reaches a reasonable performance very fast and improves relatively slowly over
time. Therefore, if computational budget is of concern we can stop training at
an earlier stage without making a noticeable trade-off in performance.

Unknown Number of Novel Classes: In our experiments, we assume that
the number of novel classes is known in advance. This follows novel class dis-
covery methods [25,24,19], and exiting work on open-world SSL [7]. However,
this is a limiting assumption since in real-world applications the number of novel
classes is rarely known a priori. Therefore, estimating the number of novel classes
is crucial for wider adoption. To the best of our knowledge, DTC [25] is the only
method that proposes a solution for estimating the number of novel classes.
However, in our experiments we find that DTC only works for small number of
unknown classes and fails to estimate the number of novel classes for CIFAR-
100 dataset, where 50% of classes are novel. Therefore, instead of estimating
the number of novel classes by DTC, we analyze the performance of OpenLDN
with the assumption that a reasonable method for estimating the number of
novel classes is provided. We further assume that the hypothetical method will
either overestimate or underestimate the number of novel classes. We conduct
two sets of experiments to investigate both these cases. The results are demon-
strated in Fig. 4. We observe that performance of OpenLDN is stable over a
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Fig. 4: Performance on CIFAR-100 dataset with unknown number of novel classes.
We set first 50% classes as known and remaining 50% classes as novel.

wide range of estimation errors. We also notice that even with 50% estimation
error OpenLDN outperforms ORCA on CIFAR-100 dataset. In summary, these
experiments demonstrate that OpenLDN can be applied in a more realistic setup
if a reasonable method for estimating the number of novel classes is available.

5 Limitations

In this work, we focus on the more general open-world SSL problem, where
the unlabeled set can include unknown class samples. However, our proposed
solution is based on a few assumptions. Most notably, following prior works, we
assume that the known classes are similar to novel classes, thus they will share
some relevant information that can be exploited for discovering novel classes.
However, in some extreme cases, this assumption might be violated. Besides, in
our entropy regularization term, we encourage the outputs to be uniform. For
imbalanced data, this can lead to suboptimal results. One solution is to apply
the prior target distribution [52] instead of uniform distribution in the entropy
regularization loss. This prompts a new avenue of research that investigate novel
methods to estimate prior target distribution in open-world environments.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose OpenLDN to solve open-world SSL problem. OpenLDN
utilizes a pairwise similarity loss to discover and cluster novel classes by solving a
pairwise similarity prediction task. One advantage of our solution is that the pro-
posed pairwise similarity objective does not rely on any additional self-supervised
pretraining, but instead, it exploits the information readily available in the la-
beled set using a bi-level optimization rule. Moreover, our solution brings in a
unique perspective towards solving open-world SSL problems by transforming it
into a closed-world SSL problem. This insight provides the opportunity to lever-
age all recent advancements in closed-world SSL methods readily in the context
of open-world SSL. Finally, we introduce iterative pseudo-labeling as a simple
and effective tool to address the noise present in generated pseudo-labels for
novel classes without adding any significant computational overhead. OpenLDN
is able to outperform the state-of-the-art open-world SSL methods while incur-
ring a lower computational cost. We demonstrate the superior performance of
OpenLDN over a wide range of vision datasets.
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